Feeling alone in city which never sleeps or craving for fun? Desire to feed your body craving for
pleasure? Find your key to happiness and pleasure with VJ Escorts Services Bangalore.Only heaven in
Bangalore where you can get a chance to spend evenings with beautiful, fun loving and pleasing angels.
Our, high profile woman escorts massage, services helps you to feed your soul and relax your body.

Your destination to premium and high
profile celebrity women escorts services in
Bangalore
From Young college girls to matured high society women can
release your stress with body to body massage service. In Bangalore
you can date with celebrity models to exclusive actors. Check
availability-- CALL or Whatsapp Now: 8892285550
We started our escort agency because of two reasons, one is to
provide high profile and independent girls for all Bangalore people.
Second is to prove quality services, most of the escort agencies do
not provide quality escorts services, and quality of the girls also not
great, to avoid that, we have come up with premium escorts service
in Bangalore.

Choose Escort Services You Love
Hot Model Escorts
We provide Indian high
profile and top class
models with complete
service. Book exclusive
models.

Beautiful Celebrity
Escorts
We Provide TV serial
actress and move
actress in Bangalore,
Book exclusive
Celebratives in
Bangalore.

Independent Escorts
Girls Bangalore
We provide exclusive
independent girls in
Bangalore, Book high
profile independent
girls in Bangalore.

College Escorts Girls
Bangalore
We offer Bangalore
reputed college girls for
your dating service,
Book exclusive college
in Bangalore.

VJ Escorts service is one of the popular and reliable woman
escort service in Bangalore. We provide only premium girls
for all your escorts needs, our girls are high profile, posh,
young, modern and beautiful. Our experience in this
industry makes VJ Escorts most reliable and safe place for
your escorts needs. Our girls are from different parts of
India, who are staying in Bangalore for studies or work and
looking for a second Income.
We have safe, secured and luxury accommodation like
apartments, service apartments and individual flats in
Bangalore. You can use these places at the service time or
you can take the girls to your place as well. Ladies will come
to your place for a day or few hours as decide before

Services We Offer
We offer VIP escort service with luxury accommodation to stay, we have high-profile independent girls,
they will come to your place directly or else you can directly go to their place and take all the services
what you like.

Escort Service

Sensual Massage

We offer top class escort services in Bangalore
with high profile and beautiful girls.

We offer hundred percent romantic and sensual
massage in Bangalore, call us today.

Dating Service

Intercourse

Are you looking for dating services in Bangalore?
we are the best destination for all.

Complete fun and enjoyment with our hot and
independent models in Bangalore, call us.

Body Massage

Oil Massage

We offer body to body massage in Bangalore
with complete fun and enjoyment.

Get oil massage by our hot models, they create new
world with in four walls, don’t miss.

We started our escort agency because of two reasons, one is to provide high profile and independent
girls for all Bangalore people. Second is to prove quality services, most of the escort agencies do not
provide quality escorts services, and quality of the girls also not great, to avoid that, we have come up
with premium escorts service in Bangalore. Our ultimate agenda is to provide quality escorts services
with top class girls with hundred percent co-operation.

vjescortsbnglr@gmail.com | https://vjescorts.com

